
Patient: Lilly Pad
Data entry by: Wilma Flintstone, LPN
Ordering Clinician: Dr. Jeffrey Fudin
Documented: April 25, 2015

Clinician notes:                                  This patient is receiving levodopa /carbidopa for Parkinson’s Disease, which could
cause a false positive for amphetamines.. All other unexpected results seem plausible according to
Urintel. I know the patient well and do not suspect any noncompliance issues.

Prescribed drugs entered into Urintel:
oxycodone 20 mg/day
alprazolam 2 mg/day
venlafaxine 250 mg/day
naproxen 1000 mg/day

OPIATE TEST: Negative
Negative result not unexpected because total dose of synthetic opioids may be too low for
detection. Urintel™ recommends discussing finding with patient, using clinical judgement, and if
indicated, definitive testing by quantitative confirmation. 

CANNABINOIDS TEST: Positive
Positive result not unexpected because false positive, naproxen, detected. For a full list of false
positives, see URL in footer. Urintel™ recommends discussing finding with patient, using clinical
judgement, and if indicated, definitive testing by quantitative confirmation.

AMPHETAMINES TEST: Positive
Amphetamines positive result not expected since amphetamines are not prescribed. Recommend
discussing with patient. For a full list of false positives, see URL in footer. Urintel™ recommends
discussing finding with patient, using clinical judgement, and if indicated, definitive testing by quantitative
confirmation.



COCAINE TEST: Negative
Negative result expected.

PCP TEST: Positive
Positive result not unexpected because false positive, venlafaxine, detected. For a full list of false
positives, see URL in footer. Urintel™ recommends discussing finding with patient, using clinical
judgement, and if indicated, definitive testing by quantitative confirmation.

BARBITURATES TEST: Negative
Negative result expected because no barbiturate was prescribed.

BENZODIAZEPINES TEST: Negative
Negative result is not unexpected because the prescribed benzodiazepine(s) can provide a
negative result. Urintel™ recommends discussing finding with patient, using clinical judgement, and if
indicated, definitive testing by quantitative confirmation.

In high risk patients, even with a negative urine screen, it is recommended to quantify results by
chromatography for  definitive testing including synthetic cathinones (Bath Salts) and synthetic 
cannabinoids (Spice). This is because synthetic cannabinoids generally are not revealed by immune assay
in-office testing. Consider ordering other 'designer' or natural substances such as Kratom in high risk
patients.

WARNING: RISK OF OPIOID TOXICITY INCLUDING RESPIRATORY DEPRESSION, OVERDOSE,
AND DEATH ARE ELEVATED WHEN COMBINING OPIOIDS WITH BENZODIAZEPINES OR
BARBITUATES. IF CLINICALLY WARRANTED, CONSIDER TAPERING OPIOIDS OR THE
SEDATIVE-HYPNOTIC.


